
Secondary Evidences Supporting the Second Book of Commandments

Introduction

The  primary  evidence  for  all  new  revelation
from  God  is  the  witness  of  the  Holy  Ghost.
Moroni  10:3-5 explains  how  to  obtain  this
promised witness. 

However,  remember  that  this  witness  will  not
come to a person, even an otherwise very good
person,  who  has  already  decided,  because  of
their traditions or great wisdom, that the new
revelation cannot be true. As the prophet Joseph
said,

"The mind of man must be open to receive all
spirits, in order to be prepared to receive the
Spirit  of  the  LORD;  otherwise,  it  might  be
barred so as not to receive the Spirit of  the
LORD, which always brings peace and makes
one  happy,  and  takes  away  every  other
spirit.” 

A person can gain a “double negative” testimony
of new revelation before receiving the above ex-
plained  primary  evidence  of  the  Holy  Ghost.
This  is  the  strong  consciousness  in  a  person
knowing  they  cannot  honestly  say  the  revela-
tions are not true. 

A friend of  mine shared the revelations with his
sister, who read them all. And when asked what
she thought of  them, because she is an honest
person,  said  "I  don't  know  what  to  think  of
them". This means she could not say they were
of a wrong source.

This paper explains secondary evidences that do
not of  themselves prove the 2BC is true reve-
lation.  Nevertheless,  they  do  help  convince  a
person to consider opening their mind concern-
ing the matter.

2BC Secondary Evidences

Beginning  in  early  1961  brother  Crossfield
began writing revelations.   Soon after,  even to
the  present,  many  others  also  have  written
revelations, also claiming to have this gift.  Here
is information online of  the many many claims
of  Mormon related revelations. LINK  Almost all
of them came after 1961.

The 2BC revelation steadily continued for over
56  years.  Like  the  serpent  that  came  from
Aaron's rod that ate up the serpents that came
from  the  wizards  of  Pharaoh,  the  2BC  to
believers has eaten up these other false claims of
revelation.  Would the adversary try to distract
and confuse  people  if  true  revelation was not
there?

The 2BC revelations deal with many, many sub-
jects,  not  obsessing  on  any  particular  matter.
They are all focused on preparing the believers
for the coming calamities, and then for Zion and
all its laws when it comes. The writing style is
very succinct and concise.

The revelations are clear and thought provoking
to readers who have studied previous scriptures.
The subjects often tie back into previous revela-
tion found in the Mormon standard works. 

People find fault with the revelations, as always,
but  claimed  contradictions  to  the  previous
revelations  have  valid  explanations.  This  has
always been the case when new revelation has
come  forth  –  some claim the  new revelations
contradict the previous ones.

The  revelations  chastise  the  Prophet  several
times. His efforts are also extolled at times. The
revelations declare he is a forerunner to the One
Like Unto Moses promised to come in Mormon
scripture-- and that he was chosen because of
his weaknesses, not in spite of  them; and that he
is not greater than his brethren.
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The  revelations  consistently  teach  the  impor-
tance of  giving all men free agency in what they
believe and do. It also teaches the importance of
always being honest and fair in dealing with all
people, not just with believers.

Not many accepted him as a Prophet,  and the
far majority of  even those that did for a time at
some point left him and no longer gave him any
support.  Many when they were with him were
a difficult burden for quite some time. What did
he  gain?  Those  that  knew him  knew he  was
completely sincere in all his doings, and never
gave any sense that he thought he might have
made a great mistake.

The  Prophet  was  a  clean  person:  he  did  not
smoke or drink or take drugs. In all the years we
knew him we never heard him even swear. He
helped  clean  house  even  in  his  old  age,  and
wanted  a  clean,  neat  home  and  office.  He
enjoyed  working  with  his  hands,  especially
gardening. He also enjoyed cutting firewood or
doing construction related work.

With friends he worked at eating healthy food--
organic  if  possible.  He  took  supplements  and
home-juiced  vegetables  and  avoided  regular
medicine all he could. He had health problems
that he worked to overcome for years and kept
those  problems usually  at  bay.  He was  always
thinking about the health and other problems of
others and what he could do for them.

In his  late  80s  he  was  usually  very  alert  and
completely  understood  everything  going  on.
When  he  was  hurting  he  would  naturally
struggle with impatience and frustration, but he
would  later  express  his  goal  to  forget  himself
and  focus  on  helping  others  with  whatever
remaining  time  he  had.   He  was  a  sincere
disciple of Christ and his teachings to the end.

Has the Lord given Word of the Lord Oracles
to His servants the Prophets in our day?

Those few of  us who were called by revelation
and remained with this work give our testimony
that the Second Book of  Commandments is the
Word of the Lord for our day, having been given
many spiritual evidences. 

If  you feel certain that the 2BC is not the con-
tinuation of  the gift to receive oracle revelations
that  was  restored  by  God  with  the  Prophet
Joseph,  and  continued  with  the  Prophets
Brigham,  Orson,  John,  Wilford  and  Lorenzo
after him, then who do you believe has this gift
today?  

Or do you believe the gift to receive D&C type
oracle  revelations  was  taken back from earth,
and  the  famine  for  the  word  renewed, after
having been restored for the final winding up
dispensation?

There are many spiritual gifts, and they all have
value. But this question is only about the specific
gift restored to Joseph to receive and write D&C
type Word of the Lord revelation.
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